The article by Wakabayashi and colleagues (1) describes the evaluation and potential use of fluorine 18 fluordeoxy sorbitol as a potential PET agent, which can be used for the measurement of glomerular filtration rate. There is good reason to consider the possible use of a GFR agent in renal nuclear medicine. The standard of measurement of renal function used by the urologist and nephrologist is the GFR. Currently this is estimated using serum creatinine and creatinine estimated renal function, which is inaccurate and does not provide any information about individual renal function. (2) Most of the attention of investigators in renal nuclear medicine in recent years has been directed towards agents that measure tubular function and effective renal plasma flow rather than GFR. This effort has been spearheaded by Dr. Andrew Taylor and colleagues who have introduced several compounds in recent years that are promising and have a high renal extraction (3). The advantage of an agent that is extracted to a high extent by the tubules for imaging with a SPECT camera is significant. GFR agents are only extracted to the extent of about 20 or 25% of the amount in the blood and therefore background activity is very high during imaging from a variety of tissues in and around the kidneys.. Gamma camera evaluation of renal function with agents that are extracted by the tubules and that approximate the effective renal plasma flow is easier and background activity is reduced thereby reducing the expected error in calculation of renal function. A number of approaches have been advocated to correct for this background activity but none eliminate the problem 100% and none can be proven to be correct with the current methodology in place (4). There are several advantages to a PET agent in this situation. It is possible using PET to provide tomographic images of the kidney and virtually eliminate contributions to background from surrounding organs including the liver and spleen and major blood vessels. There still remains the problem of correcting for activity that is in the renal blood stream and has not actually been extracted by the kidney. In a highly vascular organ such as the kidney this is a significant problem but one that could potentially be overcome once attention can be directed toward the intrarenal background alone and the problem of the overlying organs is eliminated.

Another reason for preferring tubular agents over GFR agents for evaluating the kidney with the gamma camera is that the high uptake and low background activity provides excellent images, which can be interpreted more accurately visually or by some automated system. GFR agents do not yield images with that quality on a camera imaging device. However a GFR agent imaged on PET can provide images as free of background activity as renal plasma flow agents. This is shown by the images in the accompanying article.(1) Unfortunately although there is an potential advantage of using PET for its physical characteristics, the cost and radiation dose associated with PET/CT compared to simple gamma camera imaging at the present time may make that prohibitive. As PET and CT technology advance the radiation problem can potentially be significantly reduced to present less of a problem.(5) The other overwhelming difference is in the cost of performing a PET/CT study versus that of a simple gamma camera study(6) This problem too is likely to lessen as improved technology and efficiency reduces the cost of individual PET/CT studies.

The studies by Wakabayashi and colleagues are in rats. Although it is likely that their results can be replicated in humans that still remains to be proven. Once that hurdle is overcome, there remains another: What conditions warrant a more complex and expensive study of the kidney to measure renal function. Dr. Zsabo and colleagues (7) reviewed the future direction of renal positron tomography in 2006 and their review provides some insight into potential future directions of renal studies using PET. A major application cited at that time was in the evaluation of renovascular hypertension. However with time and
improved medical therapy the use of radionuclide methodology in patients with suspected renovascular hypertension has declined significantly. Another potential use cited was renal transplantation, but here again with new alternative methodologies nuclear medicine studies have declined. The applications which at the present time appear to provide a potential role for PET are in pediatrics and in those areas where very accurate renal functional assessment is very much needed. Measurement of renal function in pediatrics can be difficult with noninvasive techniques because of changes in body mass and creatinine excretion, which make the use of creatinine clearance less reliable. Children also are more likely to have anatomic lesions such as ureteral pelvic obstruction or other anatomic abnormalities that interfere with renal function that require both an anatomic assessment of the obstruction, and assessment of its functional significance with an agent, usually a diuretic, as well as some assessment of renal function in making decisions about potential removal of the kidney or repair. In these situations the increased cost of PET along with its increased accuracy may warrant its use. Patients who have malignant lesions of the kidney and marginal renal function may benefit from more accurate combined anatomic functional assessment when the possibility of a partial versus a total nephrectomy is being considered. Studies in patients with drugs that affect renal function adversely may require PET especially in investigational situations where subtle changes in renal function may be overlooked during the early phases of clinical trials. These are just a few of the potential uses for this technique. As our knowledge of the mechanism of disease advances and our ability to reverse disease processes that involve the kidney it may well develop that PET/CT for renal functional measurement combined with imaging will become a preferred methodology in many of these situations.

The use of nuclear medicine for studies of the kidneys has declined significantly since the very high level of excitement associated with its initial introduction into nuclear medicine. This is rather paradoxical, since one of the earliest and most exciting clinical uses of renal nuclear medicine was in the evaluation of individual renal function at a time when the studies were highly invasive and difficult to perform by other techniques. As methods for treating renovascular hypertension and transplant rejection have improved, interest in renal studies has declined along with the increased use of non-radiation techniques such as ultrasound. The challenge facing the renal nuclear medicine physician is to introduce methodology that is in step with the current state of the art in nephrology and urology and will yield information that is not easily obtained by other non-invasive means. Studies such as the one reviewed here represent a promising step in the right direction.
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